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Abstract: Contrast is the axis of construction of SPrako tranbia by Unai Elorriaga. By populating the text with heterodox and orthodox inhabitants, using some scenes to make those inhabitants known and by omitting the intervals of time between the scenes, and by separating himself from standard expression by means of the sum or elimination of linguistic units, localising in detail certain actions within a story that take place in an undetermined time and place, by means of changes from iterative to singular narratives, he describes certain characters that live separated from the most extended systems of values.
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Abstract: The awarding of the Spanish National Narrative Prize to “SPrako tranvía”, the first work by Elorriaga, was quite a surprise in the world of literature and was much commented in some newspapers. More was said of the literary system than of the piece of literature itself. Within the Basque literature system much has been said because a prize was awarded outside the Basque Country what had not been appreciated at all within its boundaries. In the Spanish level, the matter has been politicked with and the very process for the awarding of that prize was scrutinised.
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Abstract: In this work we have tried to detail the role of literary prizes and the media in the current Basque literature system and to measure their influence in the promotion of literary works. With this purpose, we have systematically examined and compared the media treatment obtained by the works by two Basque writers who won the 2004 Spanish National Prize and the Euskadi prize.
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Abstract: The first two works published by Unai Elorriaga, the writer from Getxo, have been the basis for the present study: the story titled Laztanik Sakonena and SPrako tranvia, the novel (A tramway in SP) which won the 2002 Spanish National Literature prize. The objective is to determine Unai Elorriaga’s distinctive style characteristics by means of analysis and comparison of the literary traits of both texts. In this study, an in-depth analysis is carried out of the structure, theme, style and treatment of characters, and characteristics that are common to both works are pointed out.

Autoitzulpenaren zenbait aspektu Unai Elorriagaren SPrako tranbia – Un tranvía en SP lanean: XML azterketa literarioari aplikatuta (Some aspects of self-translation in SPrako tranbia - A trainway in SP the work by Unai Elorriaga: application of XML to literary analysis) (Orig. eu)

In: Oihenart. 22, 83-126

Abstract: Comparative study of linguistic and language style traits in the versions in Spanish and Basque of the work SPrako tranbia – Un tranvía en SP by Unai Elorriaga as from the development and application of an XML labelling for the alignment and introduction of metadata for analysis.